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Higher education in Czech is rich in traditions. Here a Czech king and Holy Roman Emperor Charles IV founded  

the first university  «to the north from Alps and to the east from Paris», on April, 7th, 1348. Charles University  

in Prague was governed on the same principles as universities in Paris and Bologna and became world-famous 

within the shortest term. In the beginning the university consisted of 4 departments: theological department, liberal 

arts department, department of law and medicine department. The professors came from Czech and from the 

neighbour lands. Jan Hus, Johannes Kepler, Albert Einstein can be mentioned among many notable personalities, 

connected with Charles University. 

The second oldest university in Czech was established in the city of Olomouc in 1573. This university was named  

in honour of the prominent Czech historian and politician Palacký and is connected with Gregor Mendel, the founder 

of genetics, who studied here. 

Many other Czech universities take top positions in the ranking of the European educational establishments. The 

largest economic university of Czech Republic, the Prague economic university was Alma Mater for such world-

famous economists as Nobel prize winners Robert Mundell, Milton Friedman and Gary Becker. And the Czech 

Technical University in Prague is the oldest non-military technical university in the world. 

The higher education in Czech is divided into three levels: Bachelor’s programme, Master’s degree programme and 

Doctoral programme. Bachelor’s programmes are focused on preparation for  professional activities and studying 

on Master’s degree programmes. The studying lasts 3-4 years and meets the international level ISCED 5A. This level 

of higher education prevails at private universities and colleges in the Czech Republic.

Master’s degree programmes are focused on gaining of theoretical knowledge based on the modern scientifical 

concepts, on ability to use theory in practice and on promotion of creative abilities. Master’s degree programmes 

are «built on» on the Bachelor’s programmes. This level of higher education in Czech has a duration from 1 to 3 years. 

Some specialities do not have Master’s degree programme as continuation of bachelor degree course. In this case, 

education lasts from 4 to 6 years.

Thus, standard higher education in Czech can last from three to seven years and meets the international level ISCED 5A.

The next level of higher education, Doctoral studies, can be started upon graduation from Master’s degree programme. 

HIGHER EDUCATION IN CZECH:  
TRADITIONS, STRUCTURE, ADVANTAGES
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Here are some indisputable advantages of Czech education. 

 QUALITY. The Czech education is of the highest quality. It meets the European standards and is recognized all 

over Europe. 

 PRESTIGE. Studying in Czech is prestigious. Many Czech higher schools have top positions in the ranking of the 

European universities. The most well-known Czech university, Charles University in Prague, is the oldest university 

of the Central Europe. 

 COST SAVING. Education in Czech does not cost a fortune. Higher education in the state universities and colleges 

is free both for Czechs and for foreigners. Once the student pays for a good course of Chezh language and finishes it, 

he/she enters the university and studies for free till the graduation. 

 PROSPECTS. Training in Czech has brilliant prospects. According to statistical data, only 9 % of the population in 

Czech have higher education; therefore, graduates from universities have excellent chances for getting professional 

job. Moreover, foreign graduates of the Czech universities, unlike other foreigners, are not obliged to get a permission 

to work, which simplifies job placement procedure significantly not only for the worker, but also for the employer who 

employs the foreigner who has graduated from the Czech university. That is why the employers do not have any grounds 

to prefer Czechs. Foreigners-graduates have the same chances for employment, as other citizens of the country. 

 

At the same time, the Czech universities  actively cooperate with the international corporations which employ 

graduates as well. During the training in the last courses, students can visit open days and participate in workshops of 

large companies like Coca Cola, Procter and Gamble, Mars, Unilever, T-Mobile, Big Four accounting firms, numerous 

banks and many other enterprises. After successful qualifying in spring, student can become employee of these 

corporations in summer, right after termination of the study. 

 INTERESTINGNESS. Fifthly, it is interesting! The Czech universities cooperate with foreign universities closely. 

Students have an excellent possibility to participate in exchange programmes. And since Czech Republic is a 

member of Schengen zone located in the heart of Europe, students with Czech student’s visa can travel across 

Europe freely not only on vacation, but also on «Euroweekends».

WHY SHOULD YOU GET  

HIGHER EDUCATION IN CZECH?
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY 

Advent Euroconsult, s.r.o.

in entering the Czech universities.

by large Czech state universities, which not only 

guarantees the highest quality of competence in languages of our students, but is also very important for getting 

a long-term student’s visa and then residence permit by the students. Additionally, we thoroughly prepare each 

student for the interview at the embassy. All these factors increase the chances of our students to get student’s visa  

in Czech considerably.

universities:

 Charles university in Prague

 Czech Technical University in Prague

 University of Economics in Prague

 Brno University of Technology

 Czech University of Agriculture in Prague 

 

Alongside with quality of competence level of our students and receipt of a visa by the students, we pay much 

attention to financial aspect of our programmes. We understand that the investments required for arrival to Czech 

and learning of the Czech language at top level are very significant for many young people and their families. 

options and discounts for preliminary registration of students at our programmes.

After signing the contract for the majority of our programmes we charge advance payment at the rate of only  

590–600 euros. And the main part of the programme’s cost will be paid only after receipt of visa or even after 

arrival to Czech Republic. In certain circumstances, we can accept payment by installments after arrival to Czech.

We work with each client individually and do our best for solving various problems connected with reception of visa, 

education and living Czech. Our adaptation and academic support programmes are intended for helping the students 

to accustom to their new life in Czech as soon as possible and to enter the chosen university and department easily.

5
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OBJECTIVE OF THE COURSES 

Higher education in the state Czech educational establishments is free. However, this fact is true only if we’re 

speaking about studying exclusively in the Czech language. The foreign entrants who are willing to study in Czech 

should take examinations for entry not only in profession-related subjects, but also in Czech language. The Czech 

state universities require the foreign students to know the Czech language at В2 international level. To reach this 

high level, shotr-term or non-intence courses are not enough. Therefore, the majority of our courses last for one 

semester or a year. 

Czech language courses consist of 400–1.000 academic hours (depending on university and programme chosen). 

Therefore, if the student pays due attention to studying of language, visits the courses regularly and makes all homeworks, 

then he/she will easily pass Czech language examination and will start the training at Czech programmes of the universities 

after a long-term intensive course. 

ORGANIZATION OF COURSES AND VISA ISSUES  

Our educational programmes are arranged by large state universities of Czech Republic. Therefore, Czech  

is taught by qualified and skilled professors. While being in the country and learning the Czech language, 

course attenders can visit universities on open days personally, can talk to the personnel and decide on the 

university and their further speciality. Living in the same dormitory with native speakers allow to improve 

Czech in chatting and communicating with them. 

The fact that the courses are organized by well-known Czech state universities only will have favourable 

effect on consideration of student’s applications for visa by the employees of state Czech departments 

and raises the chances of students for receopt of visa considerably. All pre-entry courses give grounds for 

getting a student’s visa until August, 31st of the next year. Thus, after entering the university the students 

simply prolong their visa from the first of September of a new academic year, without leaving Czech, and 

start studying at the university.

CZECH LANGUAGE COURSES

6
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PRE-ENTRY COURSE AT CZECH TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY (CTU)  
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 Duration of the courses 

 

 

 Year-long course: 
October 2019 - June 2020, student visa valid untill August 31st, 2020
September 12th, 2019 - June 2020, student visa valid untill August 31st, 2020  

  One semester course: January 9th, 2020  - June 2020, student visa valid untill August 31st, 2020

 More study hours guarantees excellent level of language competence!

 Up to 1000 study hours of language and academic training during one-year courses

 500 study hours of language and academic training during 1-semester course

 Level of Czech language reached after finishing the course – В2 or C1 (depends on programme)

 Possibility to learn additional subjects – YES

 Advance payment – only 590 euros

 Remaining tuition due after receiving student visa and arrival to the Czech Republic

The course programme includes:

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRICE OF THE PROGRAMME DEPENDS ON A SET OF SERVICES AND TIME OF STUDENT’S REGISTRATION 

During the year we provide special offers and numerous discounts for students who are going to register at our programmes   

 
Year-long course: September 12th, 2019 - August 31st, 2020

PROGRAMME TYPE PRICE WITHOUT DISCOUNT PRICE WITH DISCOUNT

CTU Courses B2 3.450 euro 3.190-3.290 euro

CTU Student B2 4.200 euro 3.790-3.890 euro

CTU Premium B2 4.650 euro 4.090-4.190 euro
 

CTU Premium С1 4.850 euro 4.190-4.290 euro

CTU Premium С1 Medicine 4.990 euro 4.290-4.390 euro
 

One semester course: January 9th, 2020 - August 31st, 2020

PROGRAMME TYPE PRICE WITHOUT DISCOUNT PRICE WITH DISCOUNT

CTU Courses B2 2.690 euro 2.490-2.590 euro

CTU Student B2 3.090 euro 2.690-2.890 euro

Courses are organized directly by the state Technical university in Prague. The course programme consists of 

two semesters: winter semester and summer semester and 20-30 academic hours of Czech language and 

profession-oriented subjects per week. On the average there are 15 students in a group. Highly professional 

lecturers of the university teach at the courses. Upon termination of the course, the students who visited classes 

regularly and paid due attention to homeworks and teachers' advises reach В2 language level, which is a prereq-

uisite for entering the Czech universities. Some of our programmes provide also C1 language level.

Czech language courses at Czech technical university in Prague CTU - 2 semesters, 580 academic hours

Additional classes for C1 language level - 100 academic hours with experienced native speaker lecturer 

(for students of CTU Premium C1 programme and CTU Premium C1-Medicine programme)

Additional classes - "Colloquial club" with the native speaker - 100 academic hours for students of CTU 

Premium and CTU Student programmes

Additional classes - review of entrance exams of the Czech language of different public universities of 

Prague and other cities in Czech Republic - 80 academic hours (for students of CTU Premium programme)

Academic training – 90-140 academic hours - courses of profession-oriented subjects and consultations 

with experts in education. The courses of 2-4 profession-oriented  subjects chosen by the student are included 

into the price for "CTU Premium programme" 

Profound programme of adaptation and academic support carried out by our skilled tutors. More detailed 

description of services offered in our programmes of adaptation and academic support is presented in "Adapta-

tion programmes" section. 
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PRE-ENTRY COURSE AT CZECH TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY (CTU)  
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Optional monthly payments starting at 322  euro a month

Information about monthly payments for 1-semester courses you can find at our web-site: https://my-cz.ru/en

PROGRAMME
CTU 

PREMIUM B2
CTU PREMIUM 

B2 Medicine
CTU 

STUDENT B2

Price, euro 4,650 4,850 4,200 

Prepayment, euro 590 590 590 

MONTHLY PAYMENTS:

After receiving 
student visa

600 600 600

15.10.2019 495 523 430

15.11.2019 495 523 430

15.12.2019 495 523 430

15.1.2020 495 523 430

15.2.2020 495 523 430

15.3.2020 495 523 430

15.4.2020 490 522 430

CTU 
COURSES B2

3,450 

590 

600

323

323

323

323

323

323

322

 

The specified price includes training and all services of adaptation and academic support that is the part of the 

corresponding programme – CTU COURSES, CTU STUDENT and CTU PREMIUM. You can find more detailed 

description of the services in «Adaptation programmes» section. 

The price for Czech language course consisting of 580 academic hours without adaptation and support programme 

makes 2.890 euros (for students who already live in Czech Republic), student’s visa (residence permit) till August, 31st, 

2020. 

*  are presented in our site: https://my-cz.ru/en

Year-long course, B2 level: 
September 12th, 2019 - August 31st, 2020

Year-long course, C1 level: 
September 12th, 2019 - August 31st, 2020

PROGRAMME
CTU 

PREMIUM C1
CTU PREMIUM
C1 Medicine

Price, euro 4,850 4,990 

Prepayment, euro 590 590

MONTHLY PAYMENTS:

After receiving 
600 600

523 503 

523 543 

523 543 

523 543 

523 543 

523 543 

522 542

15.12.2019

15.1.2020

15.2.2020

15.3.2020

15.4.2020

student visa

15.10.2019

15.11.2019
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language courses without training of profession-oriented subjects (language course), preparatory courses that 

include both Czech language course and learning of profession-oriented subjects which the entrant will have  

to pass at entrance exams, language or pre-entry courses in English language.

at prices of the Charles university, 

with no upcharge. Moreover, we help our clients with preparation of documents, provide them with necessary 

information on Charles University and organize communication with the university. 

Students who take semester- or full-year preparatory courses or Czech language courses at Charles University 

through our company get free visa support, namely: various consultations concerning collection of package  

of documents for the student’s visa, information on submission of documents to embassies and consulates  

of the Czech Republic and detailed preparation for the interview at the Czech embassy with detailed review 

of possible questions, correct and wrong answers. We send you confirmation on enrolment to the University 

courses, invoice from the University, confirmation on booking of accommodation in a dormitory, and filled form 

for the student’s visa. You prepare all other documents that are requried for receipt of the student’s visa in the 

Czech Republic. We advise you and answer all your questions concerning collection of documents.

ЯЗЫКОВЫЕ КУРСЫ ЧЕШСКОГО ЯЗЫКА КАРЛОВА УНИВЕРСИТЕТА
CZECH LANGUAGE COURSE AND PRE-ENTRY COURSES  

AT CHARLES UNIVERSITY IN PRAGUE (UJOP)
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CZECH LANGUAGE COURSES AT CHARLES UNIVERSITY IN PRAGUE 

TYPE OF THE 
COURSE

DURATION PRICE
ADAPTATION 
PROGRAMME

LANGUAGE 
LEVEL AFTER 

COMPLETION

QUANTITY OF 
ACADEMIC 

HOURS
LOCATION

10-months 
course 

09/2019 – 06/2020 3.750 EUR** Minimum* Max B2 25/week Prague – Albertov

12-months 
course

02/2019 – 01/2020  
09/2019 – 08/2020

5.140 EUR** Minimum* Max B2 25/week Prague – Albertov

5-months 
course

02/2019 – 06/2019
09/2019 – 01/2020

1.935 EUR** Minimum* Max А2 25/week Prague – Albertov

7-months 
course

02/2019 – 08/2019

02/2020 – 08/2020
3.285 EUR** Minimum* Max В1 25/week Prague – Albertov

6-weeks 

course

5/11/18 – 17/12/18

5/2/19 – 19/3/19

1/4/19 – 17/5/19

09/2019 – 10/2019

11/2019 – 12/2019

02/2020 – 03/2020

04/2020 – 05/2020

1.250 EUR** Plus* + 1 level 25/week Prague – Albertov

  * Possibility to buy additional adaptation programme of higher level and with more services (Plus, Premium)

** Slight change in price is possible. Actual prices you can find at our web-site or ask our consultants. 
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CZECH LANGUAGE COURSES AT CHARLES UNIVERSITY IN PRAGUE 

PREPARATORY COURSES (CZECH OR ENGLISH LANGUAGES AND SPECIALTY-ORIENTED SUBJECTS)

The second direction of courses at Charles university is  preparatory courses for entering the university. Alongside 

with learning of language, the courses’ attender prepare for entrance to the following specialities

1. Educational centres in Prague (Krystal, Hostivar), Czech language 

SPECIALTY DURATION PRICE
LANGUAGE 

LEVEL AFTER 
COMPLETION

QUANTITY 
OF HOURS

LOCATION
STUDIED 

SUBJECTS 

Humanities, Arts
September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

5.540** EUR B2 35/week
Prague 

Krystal

Czech language,

Spec. subjects

Arts and Architecture 5.540** EUR B2 35/week
Prague 

Krystal

Czech language,

Spec. subjects

Technical specialities 5.540** EUR B2 35/week
Prague 

Hostivar 

Czech language,

Spec. subjects

Economics 5.540** EUR B2 35/week
Prague 

Hostivar

Czech language,

Spec. subjects

Masters 5.540** EUR B2 30/week
Prague 

Krystal

Czech language,

Prof. vocabulary

Masters 5.540** EUR B2 30/week
Prague 

Hostivar

Czech language,

Prof. vocabulary

Masters 5.540** EUR B2 30/week
Prague 

Hostivar

Czech language,

Prof. vocabulary

2. Educational centres in other towns (Podebrady, Marianske Lazne), Czech language 

SPECIALTY DURATION PRICE

LANGUAGE 

LEVEL AFTER 

COMPLETION

QUANTITY OF 

HOURS
LOCATION

STUDIED 

SUBJECTS 

Medicine and natural 

sciences
5.140** EUR B2 35/week

Marianske 

Lazne

Czech 

language,

Spec. subjects

Humanities, Arts and 

Technical specialities, 

Economics

5.140** EUR B2 35/week Podebrady

Czech 

language,

Spec. subjects

Humanities, Arts and 

Technical specialities, 

Economics – Masters 

and Doctoral 

5.140** EUR B2 30-35/week Podebrady

Czech 

language,

Spec. subjects

3. Educational centre in Podebrady, English language 

TYPE OF THE COURSE PRICE
QUANTITY 

OF HOURS
LOCATION STUDIED SUBJECTS

Year-long preparatory courses - medicine, 

physiotherapy, veterinary science, pharmaceutics
6.180** EUR 35/week Podebrady

English, Czech, physics, chemistry, 

biology 

Year-long preparatory courses – economics 6.180** EUR 35/week Podebrady English, Czech, math

Year-long preparatory courses – technical 

specialities
6.180** EUR 35/week Podebrady English, Czech, math, physics 

The courses at Charles University can be supplemented with a wide range of programmes on adaptation, 

** Slight change in price is possible. Actual prices you can find at our web-site or ask our consultants. 

academic and visa support.  

You are welcome to contact our advisers to get more detailed information on programmes, registration and 

payment conditions: info@my-cz.ru.

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020

September 2019–

June 2020
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at University of economics in Prague VSE (UEP). 

Pre-entry courses include learning of Czech language  

(20 hours per week), Math, English and German languages, 

preparation for the test of  general erudition level (5 hours 

per week). Year-long course lasts from September till May, 

semester-long – from January till May. Upon termination 

of the course students who succedded in learning get 

certificate of В2 level. During studying at courses, student 

have the right to visit lectures of certain subjects at the 

university together with students of VSE (UEP). After 

successful termination of this training and entering the 

university, the points get for these subjects during pre-entry 

courses are included for the further study.

PRICE FOR THE YEAR-LONG PRE-ENTRY COURSES AT VSE (UEP) (START IN SEPTEMBER):

PROGRAMME PRICE

VSE (UEP) Premium  5.450** EUR

VSE (UEP) Plus  

(including visa support and preparation of the documents)
4.590** EUR

PRICE FOR THE SEMESTER PRE-ENTRY COURSES AT VSE (UEP) (START IN JANUARY):

PROGRAMME PRICE

VSE (UEP) Premium  3.550** EUR

VSE (UEP) Plus  

(including visa support and preparation of the documents)
2.890** EUR

You are welcome to contact our advisers to get more detailed information on programmes, registration and 

payment conditions: info@my-cz.ru.

PRE-ENTRY COURSES AT UNIVERSITY  

OF ECONOMICS IN PRAGUE VSE (UEP)

11

** Slight change in price is possible. Actual prices you can find at our web-site or ask our consultants. 
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CZECH LANGUAGE COURSES AT BRNO UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 

 Duration of year-long course – 

 Duration of semester course – 

 

 400 hours of Czech language

 В2

 YES

 Student visa valid 

 600 EUR

 Remaining tuition due after receiving student visa and arrival to the Czech Republic

 

The courses are organized by Brno University of 

Technology. Upon completion of the course students 

get Certificate of the University of Technology on passing 

examination on Czech language at В2 level, which is 

required for enrolment to the Czech universities.

Czech language courses in Brno start two times a year. Year-

long courses start in the beginning of October and finish 

with exams at the end of June. Intensity of the courses –  

20 academic hours per week. Semester courses of the Czech 

language in Brno start in the beginning of February. Intensity 

of the courses – 25 academic hours per week.
 

PRICE FOR THE YEAR-LONG PRE-ENTRY COURSES

PROGRAMME PRICE, EUR

Brno Plus 2.940

Brno Premium 3.590

Brno Student 3.290

PRICE FOR THE SEMESTER PRE-ENTRY COURSES

Price for the semester pre-entry courses 

PROGRAMME PRICE, EUR

Brno Plus 2.250

Brno Student 2.490

 

You are welcome to contact our advisers to get more detailed information on programmes, registration  

and payment conditions: info@my-cz.ru.

October 1st, 2019 – June 2020

February 1st, 2019 – June 2019, February 1st, 2020 - June 2020

560-710 hours of Czech language 

till August 31st, 2019 / August 31st, 2020

You can find more detailed description of services included into programmes of adaptation and academic support 

"Brno - Plus", "Brno - Student" and “Brno Premium”  in "Adaptation programmes" section. The specified price includes 

Czech language courses with minimum 400-710 academic hours and all services on adaptation and academic support 

that are included into the corresponding program ("Brno - Plus", "Brno - Student" and “Brno Premium”). 
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415 EUR per month

 

CZECH LANGUAGE COURSE
COURSE OF CZECH LANGUAGE 

AND 2 CORE SUBJECTS
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HELD WITH 
THE ECONOMIC COLLEGE IN PRAGUE

YEAR-LONG AND SEMESTER-LONG COURSES OF CZECH LANGUAGE

FOR ENTERING CZECH COLLEGES AND GYMNASIA IN CZECH

Czech language courses are oriented to beginners and also to students, who already have some knowledge of 

Czech. The courses are aimed to grammar, speaking and writing skills training. 

Colloquial club is informal communication with native speaker.

Additional Czech language course includes analysis of preliminary tests of Czech language for entering 

gymnasia, colleges and universities of Czechia. 

Students can chose up to 2 core subjects to prepare for entrance examination (in co-operation with the tutor)

Except Czech language courses and courses on core subjects, the programme includes also numerous services 

on support and adaptation of students, assistance of English-speaking emloyee for all the period of the 

programme duration. 

Assistance and support in entering the Czech language course (before arrival to Czechia)

Assistance and support in Czechia

Assistance in entering Czech educational institutions 

The extended list of services provided you can find at pages 18-19.

Totally 890 hours 

720 hours – Czech language, classic course 

95 hours – colloquial club 

75 hours – optional class – analysis of 

preliminary tests of Czech language 

Course duration: 

15.09.2019 – 30.06.2020, 

 Visa valid till 31.08.2020

Course price: 3.890 EUR

Totally 990 hours 

720 hours – Czech language, classic course

100 hours – core subjects 

95 hours – colloquial club 

75 hours – optional class – analysis of preliminary 

tests of Czech language 

Course duration: 

15.09.2019 – 30.06.2020, 

Visa valid till 31.08.2020

Course price: 4.190 EUR

Totally 540 hours 

440 hours – Czech language, classic course 

60 hours – colloquial club 

40 hours – optional class – analysis of 

preliminary tests of Czech language 

Course duration: 

10.02.2020 – 30.06.2020, 

 Visa valid till 31.08.2020

Course price: 2.890 EUR

Totally 620 hours 

440 hours – Czech language, classic course

100 hours – core subjects 

60 hours – colloquial club 

40 hours – optional class – analysis of 

preliminary tests of Czech language 

Course duration: 

10.02.2020 – 30.06.2020, 

 Visa valid till 31.08.2020

Course price: 2.990 EUR

For entering Czech colleges and gymnasia in Czech we offer year-long and semester-long courses of Czech 

language held with the Economic college in Prague 
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THE PRICE INCLUDES:

 assistance in preparation of documents for the visa

 2 or 3-week intensive summer courses of Czech (English) language

 30 or 45 academic hours of Czech (English) language

 teaching materials

 residing and meals

 sightseeing – excursions in Prague, Czech, Europe

 lectures on education in the Czech Republic and visiting of universities

 support by Russian-speaking tutor

DURATION OF THE COURSES 

You are welcome to contact our advisers to get more detailed information on programmes, registration and 

payment conditions: info@my-cz.ru.

SUMMER COURSES  

14

July – August, 2019, exact terms depend on specific  programme.
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Entrance to the department of Economics at Czech 

University of Life Csiences in Prague (ČZU)  without exmas 

and “losing” a year

The department of economics of the Czech University 

possibility to enter bachelor’s degree and master’s 

degree programmes taught in English without entrance 

examinations and without “losing” a preparation year.

The student enters immediatelly the first course of 

bachelor’s degree or master’s degree at department of 

economics without passing the entrance examinations 

and nostrification. Nostrification of the school certificate or 

the diploma will be carried out within the first year of studying of the student. The student starts the second year 

immediatelly after the first year of study, provided that he/she had presented nostrification and passed the exams 

of the first year successfully. Besides the training, the programme includes all services of «Premium» package.

EDUCATION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC IN ENGLISH 

15

 

Bachelor’s degree programmes:

Economics and management 

Information technology

Business administration

Master’s degree programmes:

Economics and management

Information technology

Business administration

European agricultural diplomacy

Duration of studying:

Bachelor’s degree – 3 years

Master’s degree – 2 years

ENTERING THE ENGLISH PROGRAMMES AT OTHER UNIVERSITIES IN CZECH 

services included into adaptation and academic support programmes «ČZU Plus» and «ČZU Premium»  

in «Adaptation programmes» section.

Price for studying at the university: 

Bachelor’s degree 

programmes 

Bachelor’s degree 

programmes 

Master’s degree 

programmes 

Master’s degree 

programmes 

1st year – CZK 80.000 
(about EUR 3.100-3.150, depending on actual FX rate)

2nd,3rd years – starting at CZK 15.000 per year 
(about EUR 580, depending on actual FX rate)

1st year – CZK 108.000
(about EUR 4.200-4.250, depending on actual FX rate)

2nd year – starting at CZK 20.000 per year 
(about EUR 790, depending on actual FX rate)

Full price for the programmes: studying at the university + 

academic and adaptation support, EUR:

PROGRAMME
BACHELOR’S DEGREE MASTER’S DEGREE

ČZU Premium* 3.100–3.150 / 720 4.200–4.250 / 520

ČZU Plus* 3.100–3.150 / 450 4.200–4.250 / 420

degree programme / support degree programme / support
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RESIDENCE OF THE STUDENTS

16

Timely registration for a program enables 

the student to choose a hostel from the 

list of the offered options with different 

prices and conditions. 

We offer the following hostels 

in Prague:

Dc Residence: www.dcrezidence.cz 

Apartman student: www.apartmanstu-

dent.cz 

Rooms 5: www.rooms5.com 

Hotel-type hostel Hloubetin 

The room price ranges from 

220 to 310 EUR per person per month. 

There are single, double, and triple rooms. The rooms have bathroom and are equipped with fridge, bed linen, 

desks, wardrobes; the kitchen is either in the room or on the floor. Some rooms also have a TV. The buildings are 

connected to the Internet and have laundry. 

For booking a room, the most hostels require payment of a deposit at the rate of 1-month rental. 

Students of the Czech University of Life Csiences in Prague can reside in the university dormitory in Prague 6 

district. Upon arrival to the Czech Republic, students of the Technical University in Prague can move to the dormi-

tory of the Technical University in Prague 6 district. Students of University of Economics in Prague can reside in the 

university dormitory in Yarov (Prague 3).

Students of courses in Brno can reside in a comfortable hotel-type hostel called YoungSpace, in renovated 2- or 

3-bed rooms with WC for one room or for a block of two rooms and a kitchen in a room or on the floor. Room 

price - from 130 to 170 EUR per month; the way to courses takes about 20 minutes. The hostel has access to the 

Internet and is equipped with washers. 

Many students in Brno stay 

in the dormitories 

of the Technical University.
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Premium or Student programmes will be perfect for those 

students who want to get maximum support and feeling of confidence in a new, unfamiliar country. This is also the best variant 

for the parents who send their children for study to the Czech Republic after finishing the school. You and your children will get the 

profound and extensive help in various situations which the student may face within the first year of stay in Czech. 

We help you to collect the package of necessary documents for the embassy, we advise and prepare you for the 

interview at the embassy, review possible questions which can be put during the interview and provide you with 

correct and wrong answer variants. 

Upon arrival to the Czech Republic we help you to pass all statutory procedures. Within the first year we provide  

you with information on life and studying in Czech. If necessary, we  accompany you to the doctor and help you  

to communicate with the medical institutions and the insurance companies. 

with a choice of speciality, selection and enrolment to pre-entry courses in various subjects, collect the information on entrance 

examinations and find examples of tests. Tutors help the students to submit applications to several preferred universities and, thus, 

promote success of students on entrance examinations and increase their chances to enter the state university in Czech. 

Premium programme, as a rule, includes also training in specialty-oriented subjects and colloquial club – 

additional out-of-class communication with native speakers and analysis of entrance exams in Czech language 

of various state universities in Prague and other cities of the Czech Republic. Premium programme is focused on 

object-orientated preparation of students for entrance to public universities of Czech.

We pay much attention also to organization of our students’ free time. Parents can be sure that their children will 

spend their free time interestingly and usefully. We arrange excursions, communication with Czechs – native 

speakers, visitings of open days in universities, etc.

“Just Courses” programme, which provides only visa support, and “Plus”

saving options for independent young people. If you are purposeful, self-confident, open for everything new, but not 

support in the first some days after arrival to the Czech Republic, when you do not understand Czech, but have to do 

monthly ticket, choice of mobile operator, opening of the bank account, etc.). We will help you with all these questions. 

Later, when you make yourself familiar with the life in Czech and do not need so much help from us, we will give you 

visa support and preparation for the interview. Thus, you can save up to 1.500 EUR.

ADAPTATION PROGRAMMES 
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SERVICES INCLUDED INTO PREMIUM PROGRAMME 
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1. Help and support at enrolment to study programmes and visa support (before arrival to the Czech Republic)

 

 Communication with the university, organization of enrolment to the course

Consultations at the choice of Czech or English language courses, education in Czech, universities, 

specialities, programmes, entrance conditions, etc.

 Extensive assistance and consultations at collection of the package of documents which should be submitted 

to the consulate of Czech to receive the student’s visa, filling and providing of all necessary certificates from the 

Czech Republic (residence certificate and certificate from the universities) for the consulate

 Preparation for the interview at the consulate, detailed review of possible questions and correct answers

 Sending of documents to the client by express mail

 

2. Year-long and semester preparatory courses – for courses at universities of Prague and Brno

3. Support and adaptation in the Czech Republic

 Meeting at the railway station, at the airport of arrival to Czech

 Transfer and check-in at hotel/dormitory

 Organization of residing for all course duration

 Registration at the course

 Courses in speciality-oriented subjects (depending on conditions of specific programme)

 «Colloquial club» – communication with native speakers (depending on conditions of specific programme)

 Review of entrance tests in Czech language of various state universities in Prague and other cities of the Czech Republic

 Primary registration at the police for foreigners – if necessary

 Orientational walk through the city

 Choice of mobile operator and replenishment of the number

 Help with buying of 3-months ticket

 Opening of the bank account and bank card registration

 Assistance at registration/prolongation of the medical insurance

 Assistance with visa prolongation, gathering documents for visa prolongation, communication with Ministry  

  Consultation in residing issues

 Support at organizations and departments (communication/transfer to hospital, communication with the 

insurance companies after consulting with the doctor, etc.), 24/7 emergency support

 For ČZU Premium programme – basic course of the Czech language with duration of 40 academic hours

 Cultural programme (excursions in Prague and Czech, organization of leisure time, meeting with native speakers).

 
4. Assistance with entering the university 

 Help with the choice of university and speciality, unlimited personal consultations of the tutor concerning the 

 Profound communication with universities and providing the student with extensive information

 Visiting open days of the universities

 Organization of timely nostrification of the school certificate/diploma

 Help with submission of documents to the universities
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SERVICES INCLUDED INTO STUDENT PROGRAMME 

As a rule, the Student programme includes almost the same services as the Premium programme, except of 

additional courses in speciality-oriented subjects, additional training with the native speaker and review of Czech 

language entry tests, which are available in Premium programme only.

SERVICES INCLUDED INTO PLUS PROGRAMME 

1. Help and support at enrolment to study programmes and visa support (before arrival to the Czech Republic)

 Consultations at the choice of Czech or English language courses, education in Czech, universities, specialities, 

programmes, entrance conditions, etc.

 Communication with the university, organization of enrolment to the course

 Extensive assistance and consultations at collection of the package of documents which should be submitted 

to the consulate of Czech to receive the student’s visa, filling and providing of all necessary certificates from the 

Czech Republic (residence certificate and certificate from the universities) for the consulate

 Preparation for the interview at the consulate, detailed review of possible questions and correct answers 

 

2. Year-long and semester preparatory courses – for courses at universities of Prague and Brno

3. Support and adaptation in the Czech Republic 

 Meeting at the railway station, at the airport of arrival to Czech

 Transfer and check-in at hotel/dormitory, оrganization of residing for all course duration

 Registration at the course

 Courses in speciality-oriented subjects (depending on conditions of specific programme)

 «Colloquial club» – communication with native speakers (depending on conditions of specific programme)

 Review of entrance tests in Czech language of various state universities in Prague and other cities of the Czech Republic

 Primary registration at the police for foreigners – if necessary

 Orientational walk through the city

 Choice of mobile operator and replenishment of the number

 Help with buying of 3-months ticket

 Opening of the bank account and bank card registration

SERVICES INCLUDED INTO STUDENT  

AND PLUS PROGRAMMES
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